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University loses health grant,
fa•nily planning services cut
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Staff writer
Murray State Health Services no longer offers family
planning programs on campus due to state budget cuts,
officials said.
According to Roberta Garfield, director of Health Services, the "family plan" provided students access to contraceptives, which they otherwise could not afford.
'fhc roles have changed, she said, and students arc not
the only ones who can't afford the plan.
"For financial reasons alone, we are no longer providin~-; this service." Garfield said. "It's hard to tdl if we'll
ever get it back,"
District Director of the Purchase-Area District Health
Department Charlie Ross said all of the contracept ive
services previously a\·ailable on the Murray State campus arc still available at the Calloway County Health
Department.
NFor the past several years, Callowa}' County and MSU
have worked together on these services," Ross said. "But
due to budget cuts regarding the health departments, the
services offered at Murray State had to be cut."
The infonuation Murray State Health Services and the
Calloway County Health Department provide arc fcder·
ally funded, Ross said.
"We don't want to leave the perception that family
pl;mning is no longer available." Ross said. "We want
people to utilize the (Calloway County) health center."
Garfield said state government gave Murray State the
grant in the early 1970s. Due to the conservative nature
of the region, the family health plan has been under
scrutiny since its introduction. Garfield has fought for
over thret• decades to keep the sen·iccs o n campus. she
said.
• ...
"There's no doubt that the family health care plan was
one of the best plans we've ever had, and I fought from
day oqe to keep it around," Garfield said.
The federal grant which provided-the family planning
. progrqms has never been a popular grant, Garfield said.
The state felt they could spend the money on something
more useful, she said, and it has fmally been taken away
due to financial reasons.
Megan McMaster, junior from St. Charles, Mo., said
she is satisfied with the outcome of the grant to provide
for the family planning services.
" I am of the opinion that if you are old enough to make

' the decision to have sex, you are old enough to pay for
your cuntraceptives," McMaster said. "I am very proindividual responsibility."
Other public universities in Kentucky, such as the University of Louisville, University of Kentucky. Western
Kentucky University and Eastern Kentucky University
have maintained family planning programs on campus.
David
Borum
can
be
reached
at
david.borum@murraystate.edu.
Ashlee Cobb can be reached at ashlec.
cobb@lmurraystate.edu.

What is family planning?
• pregnancy testing
• birth control prescriptions
• emergency contraception
· condoms
• STD testing
• gynecological services
Information courtesy of familydoctor.(om
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Policy
restricts
overnight
visitation
Laura Cash
News Editor
Upon arrival, returning residents of
the residential colleges were welcomed
with a newly enforced policy. Guests of
the opposite gender are no longer
allowed to stay overnight.
Terry Burgess, assistant director for
residence services. said the policy is not
new; rather, a committee met throu{'thout
last semester to clarify the wording of

to
Partly Cloudy

8058

because the policy stipulates same·sex
guests can stay overnight for up to three
consecutive nights in a 30·day period.
Bu rgess also said this issue will be
reviewed by an extended committee
today.
Don Robertson. vice p resident of student affairs, will be a part of the
committee reviewing the policy
today.
He said the clarification of the
policy was to boost safety precautions on campus.
••The committee looked at all
policies as a way to enhance security,'' Robertson said. "We do this
every year."
He said the policy is up for
review to address questions and to
offer more clarity for it.
"It's a tough balance because
you want to provide as much freedom to
the individual. but you have to look nt
the safety and rights of others," Robertson said.
He also advised students who haVl'
opinions on the policy to voice thc.?m to
their residential college councils.
Laura Cash can be reached at
laura.cash@murraystate.cdu.

myGate starts semester with mixed reviews
David Borum
Staff writer

Thunderstorms

Saturday

the original policy established in 1996.
mate problems, especially when it C(Jmes
He said cohabitation was first introto :l significant other. some like Meredith
duced in that policy but the interpretaWalls, junior fr<,m Owensboro, Ky., said
tion of it was ambiguous. Because of the
roommate contracts should be used to
unclear mean ing in tlw 1996 policy, resisolve such problems.
dential colleges inte rprett•d the policy to
"I'm an adult," Walls said. "I should be
allow opposite-gender guests to stay
able to make my own decisions."
overnight in the
college.
Burgess
said
overnight guests. "The room is small enough with
especially nf the
two people. When you add a
opposite gender,
interfered w ith the third person, it infringes upon
roommate's space.
the rights of the roommate"
"The room is
small enough with
- Terry Burgess
two
people,"
Assistant director
Burgess
said.
of residence services
"When you add a
third person, it
infringes upon the
righ ts of the roommate."
Walls said she only gets to sec her
He said many complaints contributed
boyfriend a few short times each year.
to the review of the policy, such as pt'OHe is serving in the Unitc..•d Stutes Navy.
ple loitering on thl~ floors of the opposite
"I'd like to give him the place to stay
sex.
without having to pay for a hotl'l room,"
"We had to look at what's fair to the
Walls said.
com mu nity," Burgess said.
She also said she thinks the policy disWhile many students encounter roomcriminates u~ainst heterosexual couples

]Vhlst Murray State operations are now online, but some
students ask if making the
switch was an improvement.
In April 2009 myGate, Mur·
ray State's new technology portal from Sun Guard, went live
and students registered for fa ll
classes online for the first time.
The idea behind myGate is to
provide students and faculty
with tudnglc system where they
can completely and conveniently manage their academic
experience.
"MyGatc truly is a technical
change that will make academic
management easier and safer
for students and professors,"

Linda Miller. myGate project
manager and chief information
officer. said.
With changes there are
always challenges, she said.
Students finally adjusted to the
PIN system, then it changed.
Parents who were expecting
tuition bills on paper in the
mail, as it has been fllr decades,
now receive e-billing.
"I used myGatc,'' Jake Harmon, sophomore from Harris·
burg, Pa., said. "It's a good idea
but it's got a lot of issues."
Harmon, who works for the
RSEC, used the "Employee
Tab" of myGatc to report his
hours. he said.
"I hit the submit button for
my hours, and they didn't go
through," H armon said. "I was

Your Guide to myGate Tabs
• If yoo are a student worker. click the "Employee· tab to submit
the hours you worked. You can also arran9e direct deposit for your
paychecks.
·To manaQe your expenses or locate the Financlal Aid office, Scholarship office &Bursar's office, click the "Money" tab. There Is also a
department directory.
• The "Academics" tab features your status as a student. Go here to
look up classes, add or drop classes, or change class options.
never sent a notification saying
it didn't go through. So l actually didn't get paid for another
two weeks after that."
Many students have had difficulty w ith payment methods as
well. With myGatc, students
can manage their fi nances with

a MasterCard, Discover. American Express, or their checking/savings account(s). Visas
are not yet accepted.
Students may be unaware
that myGatc ~tarted out of
necessity. Federal law required
Murra}' State University to

make a change to the PIN sys·
tem.
With the PIN system. students used their Social Security
numbers, or parts of it, to identify themselves. MyGate uses a
new identification number
called an M number.
"We are going toward something where it truly is more
secure," Miller said. "Y{lUr
inform ation is being protected
at a much higher level."
Not only is myGate safer, Hal
Rice, director of the Center for
Teaching. Learning and Technology said, but myGatc will
"eventually make life much easier'' for faculty and students.
David Borum can be reached
at david.borum@murraystate.
edu.

News Editor: Laura Cash
Phone: 809-4468
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dasses and receive an 80 pei'CeDt ril ea. Tbater; fnre aad opea
refund.
to tbepablic
&& ~State

course lleld ln Loodoa and DubliD
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lete for questloas; BJ& App~ Cafe
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urn
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Tuesday

.

Wednesday

::·,,. 2:30 p.m. Faculty Seoate JDJet1al:
•: , ;Currls Center Barkley RoOm
1
:. , • 5 p.a CAB ~ C1ll'ril CeDter
: • f:T~QDessee Room; opto to pablic:

Thursday
• JO L11L BlOOd cifiv« Curris Center
Dance~

• 4t30 p.a Pootball tailpte party; Roy
Stewart Stadium
• 7 p,& Murray State football vs. Kentucky Wesleyan: Roy Stewart Stacliuia

Rick Burres/The NPwS

Now Playing
Cinema International
-viCky Crildaa Barc:eloaa• (Spain,
USA):

Aug. 27-29

OPJbe Edp of Heaven'" (Germany.
Turkey, Italy):
Sept. 3-5

-ren No oDe" (France):
Sept.lo-12

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Cur·
ris Center Theater.

H~Police Beat
. ~ug.

20

3:56 p.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to Bin Li, postbaccalaureate student from
Murray, for passing a load• • ing/unloading school bus.
6:10p.m. A caJler from the Curris Center's front desk reported smoke from an ashtray.
Murray Fire Department, the
state fire marshal and Murray
State Environmental Safety
Hazard were notified. Only
' smoke was found, and an offi• :cer put water in the ashtray.
• Central Plant dumped the contents.
• 9:18 p.m. A caller from Faculty
' Hall reported obscene writing
• •in the building. An officer took
a report for criminal mischief.

Aug. 21
7:31 a.m. A caller from campus
requested an officer to call
• Goody's and have them
remove flyers from parking
lots them on campus.

12:54 p.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to Jordan P.
Snow, senior from Mayfield,
Ky., for falsely reporting an
incident.
1:25 p.m. The grounds crew
from Alexander Hall reported
a broken window. A weed
eater threw a rock and hit a car
window. An officer took a
report.

Aug. 22
l:S8 a.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to Peter
Welsh. sophomore from Lincoln Ill., and Benjamin
Brazzell, from Clinton. Ky .. for
possession of drug paraphernalia.
1:21 p.m. A professor from Hart
College reported a student
needing to speak with an officer. The officer followed up
with the student and took a
report.
1L'()7 p.m. An officer checked
on a group of individuals in
Regents College. Murray State
police issued a citation to John

B. Garland, freshman from
Dexter, Ky.• for possession of
alcohol by a minor.

Aug. 23
3:28 a.m. A desk worker at Lee
Clark College requested an
officer to help with two people
who were not residents of the
building. The people were
checked in by a student but left
the student when they got into
the building. An officer took
information.
4:-40a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a man riding
a bicycle in the Regents parking lot who was very intoxicated. An officer located the subject, who appeared normal.
9:S4 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported having a
World War II shell in Blackburn. An officer did not make
contact with the caller.

Aug.24
7:Sl p .m. Racer Patrol reported
skateboarders on the east side
of Hart College. An officer

located the skateboarders and
informed them of the skateboard policy.
8:51 p.m. An officer gave a
written warning to a driver on
Coldwater Road for failure to
illuminate and expired registration. The officer also
warned the driver to pull over
when an officer with lights on
is behind the vehicle.
9:52 p.m. A caller from the Faculty Hall parking lot reported
suspicious activity in a vehicle.
An officer checked on the individuals and reported they were
just talking.

Aug. 2S
12:24 a.m. An officer located a
muffler in the roadway by
Richmond college and moved
it closer to the building. Central Plant was requested to
pick it up.
6:41 p.m. A caller from Hester
College requested Emergency
Medical Services. Emergency
Medical Services and Student
Affairs were notified. The per-

MURRAY STATE
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IComino
Up
•Sept 7: labor Day; no daes
If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section.
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e•mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received wlll be published.

~
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a.m. A caller from New Rich-

mond CoUege said caller and a friend
got into an alttrcation. and the friend
took tbe caller's keys aDd drove off
witb another friend. The keys were
returned to the owner, and aa offic:er
took a repqrt.

son was taken to the emergency room by Emergency
Medical Services.
9 p.m. A caller from Hester
College requested Emergency
Medical Services for a person
having difficulty breathing and
stomach pain. Emergency
Medical Services was notified
and took the person to the
emergency room.

3:18 p.m. A caller from Eliza-

Aug. 26

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 0

12:34 a.m. The New Richmond
Coll~e rest~n~ dire~o,r
reported a steam detector
going off. Central Plant and
Murray State Environmental
Safety Hazard were notified,
and an officer took a report.

·

beth College reported someone smoking marijuana in a
residential room. An officer
found nothing and took a
report.
S:36 p.m. Two people at Hart
College claimed ownership of
an outdoor board game. An
officer took a report.

~

News .E ditor Laura Cash
compiles l'olice Beat with materials provided by Public Safety.
Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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COli UNITY
What Does Connection Mean to You?
You Gave Us the Words.
Now You Make the ~Connection'
Most Murray State students use safe
partying strategiesincluding t .he choice NOT to drink alcohol.
~63% of MSU students average
0-1 drinks 'in a w~eek.
(Core Surwy-Spreng 2009-N:665)

<!onUtk:m ror Alcohof Rt\k 'i !ducbUon
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Vitello's to re-open under new ownership, new ideaS
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
The new owners of Vitello's
Restaurant and Bar, a popular hangout for Murray State students, hope
to reopen next week.
Jason Fulcher and Wes Mills, both
of Mayfield. Ky .. now co-own Vitello's. The previous owner, lvaylo
"Evo" Bozhilvo, died in a car accident this summer.
Fulcher. owner of a pest control
business in Mayfield, Ky., said be
completely renovated the interior of
Vitello's.
"The place was very dirty,"
Fulcher said. "We completely pulled
out all of the flooring and cookers.
We ulso repainted and installed new
air conditioners and heaters. It looks
pretty much the same just cleaner."
Vitello's will still welcome Murray State students, while also trying
to appeal to other groups near campus, Fulcher said.
"Vitello's has always been about
tht• college atmosphere. and that
won't change," Fulcher said. "But we
arc revamping the menu somewhat
to appeal to professors and families.
Wc.•'ll tone it down until dark; then

everything goes buck wild."
"We have also included cheesecake
James Justin Roberts is the cook
of the wc~k and a vegetarian portomanager, who will oversee the new
bello-mushroom burger, among
menu.
other things."
"He is a licensed chef, and he creAidan Schmckper~r. junior from
ated our menus
Murray and newly
made up of dishes
hired. head cotlk,
he has created.'' "Vitello's has always been about said he likes the
Fulcher said. "He is
the college atmosphere, and that changes.
"The changes in
one of the best
won't change."
the menu arc difcooks ever. J have
never seen anyferent than :my-Jason Fulcher
thing like him."
thing we have ever
had in Murray,"
Roberts worked
Vitello'sowner
Schmekpcper said.
for the Murray
Country Club for more than a year.
"It has more of a French-type cuiHe also helped open the Bull Pen
sine versus the previom; ItalianRestaurant in Murray and the
inspired food."
Eagle's Nest Restaurant in TenThe location is also a perk to .stun essee.
dents, Schmckpepcr said..
"It has a good restaurant feel on
"We are still serving pizza. pasta
one side, und it has a bar on the
and sandwiches." Roberts said. "Hut
I am
revamping the previous
other," Schmekpeper said. "II will
recipes with my French-inspired
still be really college friendly. Most
of the staff is college students, and
cooking. Just about everything we
serve will be made in·house, fresh
some of the staff is from the old
daily."
r~staurant."
There will still be old favorites on
Vitello's Restaurant and Bar
the menu, Roberts said.
hours. after opening. will bl· ll a.m.
"The favo rite appetizers will still
Monday through Saturday. Tht•
be served like the cahunnrl, spinach
restaurant will dose at 5 p.m. and
d ip and cheese fries," Roberts said.
the bar will closl' at midnight.

Vitello's restaurant and bar, which shut Its doors this summer after the owner died In a
car accident, plans to re-open next week under new co·ownershlp.
'
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NOTICE
If you notice an odor of natural gas (like that of rotten
eggs} in your apartment, room or outside your building ai
any time of the day or night,
:
1. Call the Dept. for Facilities Management (4291} or Public Safety (911}.
·
2. Do not tum any lights or appliances on or off.
.
3. Open the windows and door to ventilate your apartmert
or room.
,
4. If the odor In your apartment or room is very strong, do
not use your telephone - leave and report it from another
telephone.
,
5. Do not re-enter your apartment or room until Facilities
Management or Emergency Personnel has declared it
safe to do so.

If you notice an odor of natural gas any place on campus, call 4291 or 911 or alert someone In a nearby ,
office to make the report.
Gas Safety Tips
-Keep all gas appliances clean and properly vented .
-Never cover fresh air vents that supply air to your appli-:I
ances.
•
-Do not store any flammable materials In or near gas appliances . (Especially, do not use the oven as a storage area
for anything .)
,
-Never use your oven or stove top to heat your apartmel")t
or dry your clothes.
-Keep the area around your furnace and water heater
clear.
Never leave any food unattended while it is cooking.
~
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Our view

Who will
.save us from a
:myGate crash?

On R~cer Touc.h foy

'lou ar ~
fe~d~

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

Many people at Murray State
rejoiced when Racer-Touch was
· buried. But should we trust the
estate executor's choice of RacerTouch's successor?
Since last winter, myGate has
become more intricate - and
problematic. Each convenience
over Racer-Touch has provided
twice as many headaches.
Faculty, staff, administrators and
students alike have had problems
"with at least one aspect of
inyGate. Users have run across
inaccuracies or outdated information on their eBills, which were
about two weeks late. Some didn't
have updated scholarship information until August. Employee
timecards frequently list the right
department but wrong title. Finding a complete class schedule is
qearly impossible.
A· great number of myGate's
problems stem from a lack of for'mal instructions. Users lose valuable time trying to find even basic
information because it is not
clearly labeled. Other problems,
.su~h as no results after answering
password retrieval quest ions,
fl9od the "Help Desk with more
calls than Hs staff can properly
handle.
Many students have also encountered difficulties when trying to
sign . up for a payment plan.
MyGate still provides the option
or making an independent payment even after signing up for a
scheduled payment plan. Giving
students (and their parents) the
chance to make more payments
only confuses them or leads them
to believe there's a problem with
~he!r previous payments.
·:Axing several payment methods
has not helped. Making an electronic payment requires the submission of sensitive bank account
information. One is led to believe
electronic checks or PayPath are
the ' only payment options available, although myGate users can
still send a check. Even then, they
must first enter all bank account
information online.
· Furthermore, why does the payment plan accept MasterCard and
nothing else? It isn't the only universally recognized credit card. A
system "compatible" with only
one credit card raises suspicions
of under-the-table agreements.
Submitting bank account numbers compromises users' security
.- which is the entire reason why
. the University moved away from
using Social Security numbers.
·unnecessarily compromising a
user's security, whether financial
personal, is asking for trouble,
. and lots of it.
• MyGate has accumulated more
responsibility. An umbrella service such as myGate is ideal for
, convenience, but with as many
problems as it has had, The News
asks. what is stopping the entire
system from crashing altogether?
Most crucially, arc we able to
withstand such a catastrophe? For
all the attention the administration gives to ward off and properly handle a swine flu outbreak at
'Murray State, The News hopes it
also has plans for the day the
'Gate comes tumbling down.
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Your voice

Life experiences worth more than stressed-out dreams
1
1

I
MEREDITH
FREELAND
is a sophomore from
Murray.
When I was growing up, I
believed in being Miss Independent with a huge corporate job
and pillows of cash everywhere. I
subscribed to Newsweek magazine when I was eight, wore blazers and high heels in middle
school and enjoyed political talk
with my parents. So when it came
time to graduate high school and
Jive my dream, I moved to
Louisville, Ky. I enrolled at the
University of Louisville with a
double major in Russian studies
and marketing, absorbed every-

thing I could during class and
joined clubs left and right. Yet,
when I returned to my dorm after
an exhausting day, I felt depleted.
1 had never been so unhappy.
Living a life of luxury was my
ultimate dream. Why was it that
when I put forth my best effort'!,
endless time and energy, all! had
to show for it was the unsightly
bags under my eyes, my cranky
attitude and the meager five hours
of sleep 1 got every night? I bated
being in class all day, being disconnected from my peers and
feeling like the hard-earned cash I
was spending was being totally
wasted.
I decided I could undo my unhappiness. After all, who wants to
talk about the Conservative Party
in the British Parliament or the
renovations of Russia's Arts Theatre when we could all just as easily go have dinner at Steak·nShakc at 2 a.m., go to a party or do
things 19-year-old should do? I had
an epiphany: Money doesn't mean
happiness. How had l missed this?
After withdrawing from two
classes <bringing my total hours

Announcement from Health Services
To the editor:
The Health Services' staff wishes to welcome all Murray
State students, faculty and staff to the campus. Our primary
goal is to help you stay healthy!
We want students to be able to make informed decisions
about their health concerns and take personal responsibility
for their own health. Aside from taking care of ill or injured
students, staff members are here to provide you with accurate
health care information.
More than 7,000 student visit the clinic annually, and in most
cases, students arc able to plan their visits in between classes.
Each year, we receive numerous requests for written excuses
from class and we do not write "blanket excuses."
According to the American College Health Association's
Recommended Standards for a College Health Program, the
students are responsible for class attendance and the completion of assignments. We encou rage all students to communicate directly with their professors if they miss class because
of illness.
The majority of professors will accept the student's word
when they are ill; however, the :;tudent may ask the professor
to call the clinic for verification of a clinic visit. The student
must sign a consent form before 'any information can be
released. All conversations and medical records are strictly
confidential.
Please feel free to visit the clinic for any health concern you
may have. You do not have to be ill to utilize Health Services.
The professional nurses want to encourage you to make good
decisions about your health.
You may also call the Health Line from 8 am. to noon and
from 1 to 4:30p.m. Monday-Friday at270-809-3809 if you have
any questions concerning your health.
Have a great and healthy year,
Roberta Garfield, MSN, BCANP
Director
Kim Paschall, RN·C
Associate Director

down from 19 to 13), I began the
process of being a teenager. I went
out with my roommates, had dinncr during the wee hours of the
morning, went out on the town
and completely loved it. Feeling
like I had to be completely productive and driven all day everyday was exhausting. I soon
learned that I gained more from
talking to people my age, not
freaking out when I goofed on a
paper or wasting away my youth
on a dream that could never be
realized at this age. After discovering being top-notch in the city
wasn't all it was cracked up to be,
I made the last (and probably
best) decision in my new lifestyle:
I transferred back home to Murray
State.
This is my first semester as a
Racer, and I couldn't love it more.
The people I have met are. so welcoming, fun and genuinely interested in finding life-long friends. I
love my classes here (alll3 hours)
and I am so completely satisfied
with my experience thus far. T his
is where you find real happiness.
I have realized you don't have to
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be the best, the smartest or the
richest to enjoy )'Our life. You
only have one, after alii
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Write to us!
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification and title
or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The News reserves the
right to edit lor style. length and content. All contributions should be turned In by noon on Tuesday of
each week via e-mail or thenews.org_
The News strives to be the University community's source for information. Our goal is to present that
information in a fair and unbiased manner and provide a free and open forum for expression and debate
The News is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority to make all content decisions
without censorship or advance approval. The paper offers a hands·on learning environmenl for students
interested in journalism. The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy
and its editors should develop their editorial and news policies.
The News is prepared and edited by students and is an official publication or Murray State Univers1ty.
The f1rst copy is free. Additional copies are available for 25 cents al111 Wilson Hall.
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what do you think•••
did you know about the rewording of the
overnight visitors policy? do you agree with it?
"Yes. It's not worth rewording
because no one is going to follow it
anyway. People are still going to
stay with whoever they want."

Rooftop gardens and
afternoon cocktails

Lindsey McCune • Louisville, Ky.
freshman

I love spring. ~ny·
one who knows ·me
knows that fact. My
creativity pumprlike
.tn sprang
'
crazy
"No. Any member of Murray State
File photo
because I feel reborn
should be able to stay with another
along
with the earth.
Students enjoy an activity on Hart ColleQe's lawn, but has their riQht to move freely been repealed?
Nature is a great
Murray State member."
stimulant for r JV.Y
imagination, as is. the
Ryan Woods· Eddyville, Ky.
Jodi Keen company of a good
Murray State reworded its policy concerning
freshman
friend.
on-campus visitors, which now forbids overnight guests
For example, I took a walk around camof the opposite sex. Here's what the Murray State community thinks:
pus with my friend Laura last spring just
as trees were budding and the groJ,lnd
Not
was sprouting twigs of green. As we
in
walked, ideas layered themselves upon
favor
"No. Everyone has their own privacy
us to the point that we. wished we had
(68%)
In
as far as who they want to sleep
pens to jot everything down before we
favor
forgot them.
with or consort with, if they're not
(32 %)~
One idea was to initiate the creatiqn of
sleeping together."
gardens on the roofs of the residential
colleges, especially the high-rises. MimSamuel Crockett • Fayetteville. N.C.
icking the roofs of skyscrapers in cities
• All results as of ThursdAy, Aus. 27: from thenews.OTB.
such as New York, these rooftop gardens
sophomore
would provide the perfect place to P,lant
To voice your opinion on this issue, attend your residential college's weekly
a
few flowers, relax after a long day ,or
Residential College Council meeting. Call your college's front desk for more
get
a perfect, unobstructed tan. And can
Natt' Brelstord/The News
information. Visit thenews.org to vote on other issues.
you imagine that spectacular view? : •
Facilities Management would want to
construct railings for safety, of co1,1r~e.
Jeers to ... Murray Having users sign a form releasing tile
University from any responsibility in the
State for not knowing
case of an accident would not be a blld
there's a difference
idea. either.
·
between a trolley and
Basking in the genius of Laura's rooftop
a shuttle bus. But idea, she and I turned to walk east along
Alum disagrees with
The News (and myseiO won Reader advocates rule of
Olive Boulevard, and as we waLked, we
numerous awards on the national
, chose which quaint little house woulJ tic
redesigned News flag
Oren to- Murray ~
and regional stages for the flag 'live and let live'
ours if we had a choice. We let our imag·
On response to the news article State for giving the
design back in my day. As it is now,
inations go a little crazy, plotting a puller
Jodi Keen and The News staff,
I don't believe it even entices read- "Group advocates vote on alcohol" Gold Route a British
system between our neighboring houses,
in last week's paper)
driver who calls
ers to pick up a copy.
or an underground tunnel linking tht; t~o
I hesitate to write at all for fear
Letting
consenting
adults
live
male
passengers
The flag is your readers' first
basements.
,
you'll throw my e-mail in the
impression and a weekly crown atop their lives the way they choose in a "lads."
Soon our childlike creativity turneCt .(o
"complainers" pile. Instead, each New~ staffer's hard work. The free country? Scandalous!!!
real-life possibilities. What if, we irrlag·
please put this in the construc- new flag in. my opinion is juvenile,
- Steve, posted on
ined,
various campus organizations occu·
t...
Jeers
,., pied each
tive criticism pile.
Brett
thcnews.org, Aug. 21
oversimplified, a poor font choice
house on Olive? What better
Since my graduation from Mur- and a bad reflection 9f all your hard
Favre.
way to get to know each other than
ray State (and leaving The News) work. You mention Murray State's Sports fan dismisses
•
who
is
through ne ighborhood barbecues, sana
in 2003, I've been closely watch- redesign in this week's Opinion
•
becoming
volleyball games and marshmatlo\v
ing each week. As you would Forum, but the flag is a watered· Favre Comeback 2.0
IAart the Paris Hilton of roasts? It would be like a giant blQck
guess, there have been many down version of Murray State's
party similar to Ole Miss' Greek rttpr~
people who just
changes, some good and some clean and current·looking new logo.
sentation
during Homecoming week.. But
won't go away. But ...
bad. I might do many things difI'm sure the designer of the new
instead of lasting only one week,· this
ferently if I were still at my post, News flag is just as attached to it as
could go on for eight months.
~ · ·'
but I remind myself The News is I was to my flag, so criticism is hard
Cbeen
to
...
the
Think
about
it.
Let's
say
there
ar~ 20
Phillies• Eric Brun·
ultimately a learning experience to swallow. Even so, please rethink
houses, 10 per side of the street. B~eak
lett
for a beautiful
for its staff. I made many good your design. The Murray State News
those numbers down into categor~s:
triple-play Sunday
and bad changes in my time there deserves better. I'm looking forward
Greeks, religious organizations, national·
against the Mets.
and learned from all of them. I to the day I am once again enticed to
ities, sports. There could be one house
for football players, one for the cheer·
hope this can be one of those pick up a copy of The News based file pb010
Jeers m - the econo(In response to last week's
leading team, one for members of R~er·
experiences for you and your solely on the beauty of its flag.
my. If 2009 was a bad Band and one for the Wesley Foundatipo.
"Unsportsmanlike Misconduct")
staff.
year for graduates to
(Brett) Favre's jump in that Super
Ryan L. Brooks.
Another houses students in stwd.en,t
When the first issue of the
find
a job, 2010 looks
Associate
Editor,
The
News
Bowl
after
the
win
was
stamped
ambassadors, another is for langUa~c
semester came out last week, 1
even worse. But ••.
2001·2003 into my mind. Him jumping off the
majors and still another is for those kid"s
literally cringed at the new flag.
sidelines a nd running off the field
who love to fence. (Watch out where-yell
Since 2003, it has been on a slip·
1 step in their yard, though. They'd hate :for
with his helmet held high. After
pery slope. This semester is no
you to trip over a stray sword.) Add tl>
this Minnesota fiasco I doubt he schooL msndute
Never
has it
different. I have hope each new
that
houses for students from china,
will
be
able
to
keep
his
head
held
been a better time to
year that someone will redesign
Cyprus
and Saudi Arabia. That's 10 hous·
high.
it and restore it to its former
stay in school and
es
halfway
- and we haven't even St:lrt·
· Mac. posted on avoid the workforce.
glory.
ed on Greek houses yet.
thenews.org, Aug. 22
Imagine the melting pot our CaiJl(l~ s
could become. True, the residential ,cql·
leges do a fair job of mixing together stu·
dents of different races, nationalities.
by Trevin Holder
ages, backgrounds, languages, interests
and studies. But giving students their
own space with others who share a ·si8W HAT S 1\-\E.R'C. 10
nificant bond could make them more
tN
relaxed when it comes to meetin& and
interacting with others. Residents could
wander from house to house, expldring
different conversations and atmospheres,
then return to the comfort of their own
home - or sleep the night away "o n
couch in their neighbor's front yard: ·
The point is, that block-party atmos·
phere is something that creeps up, o n.
campus only on special, planned occa·
sions. But some of the best things happt.•n
at a moment's notice, and in such a
relaxed, open environment, we'd be rriore
likely to embrace it • and each other. •
For anything like that to com~ . •to
fruition, Olive Boulevard would have to
be rezoned to allow students to occupy
those houses. The city would likl'l'y
impose specific regulations for the bloc'k
as well. And if the University got ahot\1 of
that property and made it its own, w~U .
you could kiss afternoon cocktails ol) the
• '
lawn goodbye.
Sure, some of our ideas are far· fetchea
and may never see the light of day, a t
least during our undergraduate studies.
But one can dream, right? Beside s,
dreams provide the blueprints for real!ty.
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Right now on The News' Facebook opinion forum:

• PlcbQed liquor In Murrey petltiolt Check out links to local media articles and the Web sites of the petition's supporters and opposers. Then read throuqh
the opinions of others in the UniversitY community and add your own.
• SM flu prep: President Obama recently announced that health officials expect at least half of Americans to contract some form of swine flu this year. Are
you concerned about cases popping up in Murray? loQ on aod trade prevention tips. not germs, with other forum members.
• New Hlnry In the worb1 Murray State may build a new library In the next few years. Do you think its worth the expense. or should we save our pennies?
.Ytlfl tan find ,._ltldmtn lllscussltJns by lot}tJinf onto F«ffiDDt IIIII swchlng '711e Murrly stile Ntws Opinion Forum..

Qpote of tbe week: "The goal of life' is
living in agreement with nature." - Zcno

.

Songoftbe week: "Wouldn't lt Be f.ti~~,.
- The Beach .{Jqys
'.
Jodi Keen can be reached at jodi:K~en
@murraystatc.edu.

.
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'Cash for Clunkers' program runs out of cash
The time bas ended to trade in old gas-guzzlers using the govCrdftlent funded Cash for Clunkers program. The program ended
at S:p.m. Monday, two weeks earlier than anticipated.
Car Allowance Rebate System. or CARS, was designed to
stiaiulate the economy by boosting auto sales and putting more
fue~fficient cars on the road.
The Department of Transportation helped meet the overwli~lming and unpredicted success of this program, according to
a representative from CARS.
The Clunkers program stated any person who boUS}lt a vehicle after July 1 was entitled up to $4,500 on trade-io cars with a
fuel economy rating ofl8 miles per gallon or .Jess.
Around 83 percent of buyers traded in trucks because of their
poor gas mileage, stated a report from CARS.
"There was a very good turn out for the program," Christa
Garcia, junior from Collinsville, lll., said. "I was a Customer Care
Rep. at Auffenberg Ford North Dealership in O'Fallon. Everyday,
all day long. people would call for information about the program and asked if they qualified."
Garcia said although the program was expensive, it was very
beneficial to the car industry.
She also said since it was a government program. there were
many requirements participants had to follow. These requirements were mostly listed on the dealership and government

Derek MlllcrfThe New:<

cars With poor oas mlleaQe, such as the care pictured above, were trad·
ed In for up to $4.500 under aoovemment·funded prol)ram called Cash
for Clunkers. The second round of the pr0CJ11111 ended Monday.

Web sites, she said. These sites were also used to educate the
public about Cash for Clunkers.
Reports from CARS stated a hefty number of reviewed appli·
cations bad been given back to some dealers because they failed

to include all information required by law to make a payment for
the program.
According to the Cash for Clunkers policy, dealers were
required to disable the car engine on the lot once the car was
traded in.
The National Highway Traffac Safety Administration stated
the dealerships generally sold the cars to salvage yards. which
paid for towing cars once the dealership was reimbursed.
As of Aug. 20, the program had documented more than 457,000
dealer transactions worth SL9 billion in rebates. accm:ding to
NHTSA.
"My parents heard about Cash for Clunkers through the news,"
Bart Lewis. junior from Paducah, Ky.. said. '"They got a $4,500
refund on a 1986 Chevy."
The compact Toyota Corolla was the most popular purchase,
according to the NHTSA. Sub compact cars such as the Honda
Civic were also very popular purchases.
"My parents went to a dealership this summer to get a Honda
Civic but they weren't doing Cash for Clunkers anymore," Lewis
said. "They had sold so many cars and not received any money
from the government at that point.•
Automakers, including Ford and .General Motors, have publicized increases in their North American production. putting
more people to work building more fuel-efficient cars, according
to CARS data.
William Robinson can be reached at william.robinson@
murraystate.edu.

Goody's re-opens Murray store after initial bankruptcy
Elalaa Derea
Contributing writer
With the re-opening of Goody's
department store, the Murray community now has a greater diversity
in shopping choices.
Goody's, which closed its doors
last year due to financial reasons, reopened on 12th Street Aug. 21 under
the same name but with a different
corporation.
"Peebles owns the Goody's name
so they decided to re-open it in this
location," Mary Kimbro, Goody's
store manager, said.
According to the Goody's Web
site, it is now part of a company
called Stage Stores. There are five
stores in this company, which is
divided into two operations. The
stores of Bealls, Palais Royal and the
Stage are under one operation.
Goody's and Peebles are under the
second operation.
The Goody's staff expressed an
optimistic outlook about the store's
fu~e w.ith. the grand openial of the
n~r&H.

twr since

we have re-opened,
business has been great," Kimbro

said. "It's been better than we
expected."
The new store also provides stu·
dents with more than just shopping
selections.
"I am glad it is opened because it
gives more job opportunities to stu·
dents," Emily Merrick, junior from
Crittenden County, said.
Chris Lee, junior from Louisville,
was also excited about the jobs the
store could offer.
"I think that it will be a boost for
the economy, and it will give students another option to shop at," Lee
said.
Some students have their doubts
about whether the new store will be
successful or not. Since Goody's
went out of business last year, some
said they are anxious to see. what
happens.
"1 think that it will be a good mar•
bc.ing tool since it is familiar with
the community," Brian Rommes.
associate campus minister for the
Baptist Campus Ministry, said.
"Allhoush since •
Wt
shut

..1;

dewil;'~...,~-tbe'tlble

to stay- in business.•
One goal of the new management

Is to reach out to Murray State.
"We will have a College Day,
sometime in September, probably
around Homecoming weekend,"
Kimbro said. "The main purpose is
so we can get ideas of what kinds of
brands college students would like
for us to sell."
Goody's is a family clothing and
department store, which holds a few
popular brands for men, women,
young adults and children. Some of
these brands include Southpole,
Unionbay, U.S. Polo Assn., Nike,
Chaps and IZOD.
"We will try to have the best customer service," Kimbro said. "If we
don't have what customers are looking for, we will look at other compa·
ny stores to find it for them."
Goody's moved to the old Dawa·
hares building, which shut down last
year.
"The Dawahares company went
bankrupt last year In Lexington,"
Kathy Beach. the assistant manager,
said.
The stare is IIOW located at 3S2 N.
12th St. Storeollelft sre 8 •.m...AJ p.m.
Monday- Saturday and 12 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday.

Lauren Bell/The News

Goody's. which closed Its doors last year because of briruptcy, rHPiftiCI In 1 new location AIJ9. 21. The chain was bouQht by Peebles. which re-opened the store It 352 N. 12 St
Fer more fnformltlmt 1!1bout 1M
store or to learn more about employment opportunities, call during regu·

. . . . . . . bourf.llt 159-4927.
Elaina Qeren can also be reached
at elain.a.deren@murraystate.edu.
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With an ERA of 1.66,
senior pitcher Chris
Craycraft went 6-1
for the El Dorado
Broncos In summer
leaoue action. He
also tallied 26 con·

secutive scoreless
Innings.

Photo courtesy of Sports Information
~------?-------~~-----

Compiled by Zac:hary Thorn, Contributing writer

Phoio courtesy oi Ja~mync Thornton

Jasmyne Thornton (center) traveled to the Czech Republic with Athletes In Action, a Christian organization.
.. 1 remember feeling nervous when I
Murray State senior forward Jasmyne
Thornton traveled to the Cze~h Republic
arrived because I didn't know how the Czech
with the Christian organization Athletes in
team was going to receive us." Thornton said.
Action.
"They ended up embracing us with open
-~~:rhe program allows eollege athletes to
arms. Ninety percent of the counrry is atheist
travel the world while spreading the message
and most of the people hadn't been exposed
ofChrist.
·
to Christianity in two or three generations. It
Thornton traveled with the Spartans. a
was strange for them to have a group come in
practice team for a women's Czech basketand spread the gospel. It was a great experience."
ball program.

Filt! rhoto

Junior outfielder Elliot Frey recorded a base hit In El Dorado's National Baseball Conference World Series win.

Photo (ourte.\y of Kalti

M(.Coy

Kalil McCoy poses with a participant of a soccer camp she worked with while on a mission trip to Poland.
Junior
forward
Kalli
McCoy of the women's soccer team attended the NCAA
Student Athlete Development Conference held at the
end of May in Orlando. Fla.
McCoy said the highlight
of her ~ummer. however.
was traveling with her
church on a mission trip to
Poland in early July. The
mission reached out to the
city of Tarnow by hosting

Bible studies and interacting
with families. The mission
group. of three area churches, traveled to two other
cities in Poland.
McCoy said the trip gave
her a chance to see how people in other parts of the
world live and experience a
different culture. She said
she was impressed that in
Poland, people walk everywhere instead of driving and

that the parks were Cillcd
with people at night.
While in Poland. McCoy
held a soccer camp for older
children and had the opportunity to teach English during various Bible studies.
"It was one of the best
experiences of my life,"
McCoy said. "I definitely
want to go back. 1 consider it
a blessing to have worked
with these kids."

Senior Jared Wolfe spent his summer expanding
his talents as a golfer. Wolfe said it was an experience of a lifetime when he qualified for the U.S.
Amateur Public Links tournament held in Norman, Okla. The Murray State golfer was one ofl54
to qualify for the tournament. The U.S. Amateur
Public links tournament was the first of this scale
Wolfe has participated in. During competition,
Wolfe shot rounds of72 and 79. The competition
allowed Wolfe to see more seasoned golfers in
action.
"This year (Murray State has) a great chance to
win the Ohio Valley Conference title." Wolfe said.
"We even have the potential to make a run for the
Photo courtesy of Jared Wolfe
NCAA national tournament. I hope to return to
the U. S. Amateur Public Links tournament next
year and carry on what I've learned to this sea- Jared Wolfe competed In the U.S. Amateur Public
son...
Links Golf Championship.

..

It was a summer of winning and improving
for four Murray State baseball players who
competed with the Broncos baseball team of El
Dorado, Kan.
Junior .outfielder Elliot Frey joined pitcher
Chris Craycraft, first baseman Wcs Cunningham and infielder Kyle Tiernan. all seniors. on
the team, which is part of the Midwestern Jayhawk Baseball League.
''It was fun playing with these three guys,"
Craycraft said. "We had a lot of good players.
Everyone wanted to be there, which is why we
had so much success."
Before the summer season began. the Broncos already had four National Baseball Congress World Series Championship titles. The
Murray State athletes were able to help change
that number to five.
Cunningham said he had an adrenaline rush
when he scored the game-winning run.
"We went out there just looking to have fun
and get better this summer and we just got
lucky with the guys we were on a team with."
Cunningham said. "Going out there and winning the last game in an atmosphere like that
was great. and the game itself went into extra
innings and didn't (end) until after midnight.

/

When I got that winning run it was like nothing
I've ever felt."
The Jayhawk League is a summer baseball
program located in the Midwest and is
designed to further the development of university and college athletes. It has produced baseball greats like Barry Bonds and Ozzie Smith.
"It was really competitive and made us be
more competitive," Tiernan said. "Playing
baseball like that, you have to bring your A·
game."
The four Murray State athletes said their
experiences this summer have only made them
stronger as individual athletes and teammates
for the spring season.
''We were playing against some of the
nation's elite teams and players," Frey said.
"What was different about our team was we
had a lot of guys from smaller Division l
schools and we just played well together. So it
was a David vs. Goliath kind of thing. It's the
level of competition you play in the summer
that prepares you for what's to come in the sea·
son, so this will only make us that much better."

Zachary Thorn can be reached
zachary.thom@murraystate.edu.
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left: Senior Infielder Kyle Tieman started off the championship oame with a momentum-bulldlfiCJ solo home run.
Right Senior first baseman Wes Cunnlnoham scored the wlnnlno run for El Dorado In the extra-Inning game.
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NCAA
Football
Opening Day
Each week, The Newt Elizabeth Johnson.
Ricky Martin and GreQ Waddell plus Kyle
ROQers. the radio voice of Murray State's
women basketball and a special guest will face
off in a heated round of pick 'em.

Shore Fishing
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
Last week: o-o
Season record: o-o

Ricky Martin
Sports writer
last week: o-o
Season Record o-o

GreQ Waddell
Sports writer
last weelc o-o
Season Record o-o

Kyle RoQers
MSU Sports Network
last week: 0-{)
Season Record o-o

Guest: Dr. Randy Dunn
University President
last week: o-o
Season Record o-o

South Carolina at North Carolina State

Troy at Bowling Green

Villanova at Temple

yy y yy

Kentucky Wesleyan at Murray State

· North Texas at Ball State

North Dakota State at Iowa State

Eastern Kentucky at Indiana

Utah State at No. 19 Utah

No. 16 Oregon at No. 14 Boise State

Coach Kennedy visits U.S. troops
Greg Waddell

Murray State. We had a prh·ate
who's only been over there three
weeks, been in service for three
Until recently, Murray State
months, frum Marshall County.
Men's Head Basketball Coach Billy
They'd recognize our shirts and
Kennedy said he could not imagcome by and talk to us."
inc having the opportunity of
The tour, which took the coachgoing overseas to see the troops,
es to diffc:rent lo.:ations in the
but this summer, he got the
Middl~ East, went
smoothly
chance.
except for one instance.
~we had one situation where the
Traveling with coaches universities around the United States.
sirens went off," Kennedy said.
"We sprinted to a bunker. There
Kennedy participated in the 2009
College Basketball
was a missile that
Tour with a 14-hour
"It's amazing (to see) was shot toward the
flight from Washingh
b
base. So we waited
ton D. C. to the Mid- W a hey re a le tO dO, there for 20 minutes.
die F.ast, where the their WOrk ethiC and their It was really more
fun began.
pass'ton for our country fun than it was danAfter the whirlger. Our military's
wind of meeting feland their jobs."
pretty powerful and I
low coaches and
•
never felt not safe."
travelling in military
-Billy Kennedy
Now that he is
vehicles, Kennedy Men's Basketball Head Coach back home in the
said he finally got a
U.S., Kennedy said
chance to sit down :md talk with
he wants to share this experience
the men and women defending our
with Lhe team during the fastcountry. He said he walked away
approaching basketball season.
an impressed and changed person.
"The one thing my players arc
"It's amazing (to sec) what
going to get from it, and it's probathey're able to do, their work ethic
bly bad for them, is I'm going to
have less tolerance," Kennedy
and their passion for our country
and their jobs," Kennedy said. "It
said. "These guys worked 12-15
didn't matter if they were a
hour days in the heat, seven days a
mechanic on a vehicle, if they
week, not seeing family and they
were in food services or if they
still demonstrated a passion for
were a pilot, colonel or a general:
what they do."
they all have a passion for what
A humbled Kennedy was most
they're doing and that was very
impacted by the grateful soldiers
impressive."
who were happy to sec American
Kennedy also met some Ken·
civilians and their gn~at ability to
tucky natives whose faces stuck
interact with one another.
"It was just seeing the teamwith him, he said.
"We spoke to different diviwork," Kennedy said. "There's nut
sions, met people individually,"
a job there that's not important.
Kennedy said. "I met a guy from
Everything works together."
Webster County, Ky. (and) spent
Greg Waddell can be reached ar
some time with him talking about
gregory.waddell@murraystate.edu.

Staff writer

tt ,

Photos tourtc>sy ol Rill)' K••nnt'Ciy

Top: Murray State Men's Basketball Coach Billy Kennedy (third from left) poses with
other coaches and two American soldiers durinQ the 2009 Colleoe Basketball Tour.
Bottom: Kennedy (riQht) siQns a missile while visiting aU.S. military base overseas.

Call 270-809-4478 to place an .lt\d
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Stn'e Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@ murraystate.edu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

Advertise here
-

In these fading days of summer, the hot
bite on Kentucky Lake and its twin, Lake
Harkley, is offshore, around the thousands
of ledges, humps, islands and other bottom
contour irregularities. That's great news
for the angler with a boat, but most college
students can't keep a
boat or use one regularly at their home
away from home.
Being without a boat
does not mean you
hnve to stand on shore
and watch from a dis·
tancc as all the fish arc
- - - - - - - being caught.
Steve
In fact, then.· arc a
Miller
few advantages to
Outdoor columnist shore fishing that may
give you better results
than spending a day boat-bound on the
water might.
Strategies must be adjusted whether you
are unlocking the secrets \If a lake from a
boat or the shore. Generally, the fish will
be dec:per to begin with and then rise to
shallow depths as temperatures and light
penetration from the high sun begin to
diminish and summer wanes.
Wherever you decide to fish along the
shore, concentrate your efforts on the
deepest water nearby to start and then
adjust accordingly to the position of the
sun and temperature trends. Kentucky
Lake has numerous locations fur shore
anglers. These include the wcll·t ravel~d
but teeming bridge areas, jetties and the
dam on the northern end as well as honey
holes that few know about and may be
accessible only by wading.
The dam, jetties anJ brid ges naturally
draw anglers and fish because deeper
water offers respite from the sometimesswift current. Due to the attractions, there
is a diversity of fish hanging around bridge
pilings and dam features. 'ro the fisherman
using live bait, it is often a mystery what is
on the other end of the line until the catch
is netted. CatflSb. numerous species of
bass and the occasional rogue saugcr arc
likely encounters.
Some things do not change when you
!ish from shore. These universal11sh-find-- ~-
ing skills arc helpful whether you fish
from land or in a boat.
Look for vegetation. Whether on or off
shore, vegetation will attract foragers
which in return will attract predators. It
also provides cover from the sun and
offers fish a spot to ambush prey.
Current is another feature that cannot
he ignored on the shore. If the current is
fast, look for eddies and current 1-lreaks
where fish can escape the tlow and
ambush prey without spending a lot of
energy. In slick current, expect the fish to
scatter on the water surface looking for
food rather than waiting for the current to
carry it to them.
The great thing about bank angling is it
can be as simple or as complex as you
wish. It's grass-roots fishing, plain and
simple, and also a great way to spend quality time with friends or introduce new
anglers to the sport. Perhaps it's a time to
set up a few rods on holders to watch
while you arc enjoying other lake activities such as picnics, late-night bonfires and
camping.
Shore fishing also caters to more serious
anglers by offering opportunities to wade,
tloat, tube or hike to remote spots with
lures that allow for location fh~xibility.
Unlike when fishing in a boat, you cannot
pack "the kitchen sink'' sdection of rods
and lures. Your success will depend on
your narrowed selection and your skill to
make that lure perform. ln this regard,
angling from the shore is arguably more
pure than boat fishing because more
emphasis is placed on the skill of the
angler and not his or her collection of
lures.
Boats can be nice, but they do not separate thost• anglers who catch fish and
those who don't. Sincere anglers will play
the hand they are dealt and find a way to
overcome the challenges of being landlocked. In the long run, it will make you a
more round ed outd oorsmen and teach you
more about the sport.
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1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
FIRST FULL MONTH FREE!
Accepting Applications
Office Hou rs 8 a .m . - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p .m .
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Each week. The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To
submit a player .for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at
ellzabetha.johnsontmurraystate.edu.

File photo

After shootinQ two rounds of 68 strokes. senior Nick Newcomb
took the No. 4 spot In the amateur division of the Irvin Cobb
Championship held at the Paxton Park Golf Course In Paducah,
Ky.

Phi Jill 'ourh·~y ol

f,lCt'hOo~.com

Racer senior defensive end Austen lane Is the recipient
of the 2009 Ohio Valley Conference Preseason Defensive
Player of the Year. lane also claims a spot on the AllOVC Preseason team and the Buck Buchanan Award
Watch Ust. •

Derek Millt>r.'Th<" "''ew>
Sophomore mfdflelder Jenna floranetn took part In a10-week U.S. tratnlncj camp hettf In lndfanapotts,~--~
lnd~ where she had the opportunity to compete with the Republic of Ireland's senior soccer team.

Let's celebrate

Lunch Hibachi starting at $6.50
Best Sushi and Fine Dinning & Hibachi

Open seven days a week.

Lunch:

270-761-SGUN(7486),
myshogumurray@gmail.com
706 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071 (lC Penny Mall)

Everyday I I am - 2pm

Dinner:
Mon - Thu 4:00prn- 9:30pm
Fri - Sat 4:00pm - 10:30pm
Sun 4:00pm - 9:00pm

ecial occasions!
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JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

:- --i(tj- -- -------io%-o_F_F ____:

Any llunch item : :
Expires Sep/10/09
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JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

Any 1 dinner item

:

Not valid for Friday and Saturday
Expires Sep/10/09
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Features Edito r: Charlotte Kyle
Ph on e: 809-4468

The Witter Cooler
National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
Infonnation and photos from
the Associated Press
Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
Lewis to release new country album
Jerry Lee Lewis is
releasing his first
country CO since
the 1970s later this
year, which will fea·
ture several tracks
written by Kris
Kristofferson.
The first single,
"Mean Old Man,"
was released Tues·
day by Shangri·La
Jerry Lee
Music. Kristoffcrson and Lewis
Lewis
recorded the song
for the forthcoming full-length album.
It marks the first new music from
Lewis, 74, since the ducts album "Last
Man Standing" in 2006.
Lewis will tour Brazil, Las Vegas and
Europe this fall to promote his new songs
and his classic hits like "Whole Lotta
Shakin' Goin' On" and "Great Balls of
Fire.''

The Racer Band mellophone section practices for the upcomiOQ football game. The band's first performance will be at Thursday's home game at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Beyonce named •w o man of the Year• 1
Billboard magazine named Bcyonce
'Woman of the Year' for 2009. The publi·
cation will honor the singer in its annual
Women in Music event.
Beyonce will accept her award Oct. 2 at
the cvcnt in New York City. Past
"Woman of the Year" honorees include
Ciara and Reba McEntire.
This is one of many successes the "Sin·
gle Ladles" singer has had this year. She
also sang at President Chama's inaugura·
tion, had a No. I movi(• with "Obsessed"
and embarked on an arena tour.

Racer Band prepares for season.kick off

phenomenal and feels great.''
Lozada said while she loves music and entertaining people. not all of the stereotypes of band
Dressed in blue and gold, the b;md tiles onto
members arc true.
the field, a metallic sea swinging and swaying in
"There's the whole typical band·gl'Ck thing ...
sync. The crowd is screaming, but not just for
but it's fun to play with 200 other people whu
football. They arc cheering for the b<tnd.
also love music," Lozada said. "It's a family out·
With 205 members, Murray State's Racer Band
side of being at home."
is one of the largest organizations on campus.
Jamie Booth, color guard member and sopho·
Practicing four times a week, Racer Band learns
more from Bowling Green. Ky .• said she also
new and olclsongs guarante~:d to bl'guilc its audi·
enjoys the "family-like atmosphere" of Racer
•one Tree Hill' actor pleads guilty
ence.
Band.
Antwon Tanner,
Racer
Band
Director
John
Fannin
said
the
band
Though families and households can get tense,
known for his role
Booth said, it is not so for Racer Band.
has become larger over the past years. One in 10
as Skills Taylor on
_._freshmen is <l.Pan ~f Race c..Band•.he aid•...:.·-.J-L~-.;.4--'-'-.....
.. .,.'.$.l)U.J.aid back.::- Booth said.....::.W ~re.. iust.hcrc
The CW's "On~-+~
"We
have
a
tradition
of
being
a
fun
band
to
listo
have fun.''
Tree Hill," pleaded
ten to and watch," Fannin said.
The band hopes to have fun together and get
guilty last week to
With songs like "September" by Fannin's
fans e.xcited for the games, Decker said.
selling more than a
Wind
and
Fire,
and
the
"I encourage everyone to come to our football
favorite
band,
Earth,
dozen Social Secu·
"Hey
Baby,"
the
band
has
a
selccgames
and watch and support us this year,"
crowd-pleaser
rity numbers for
tion of favorites. Fannin said.
Decker said.
$10,000.
With three drum majors and a leader for each
Racer Band's first performance will be at the
Tanner, 35, tuld a
as
well
as
color
guard,
Fanf.trst
home football game of the season Sept, 3 at
instrumental
section
federal judgl' that
nin said the leaders of the band run the show.
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Antwon
he was a middleman
"The leadership dues a lot," Fannin said. ''They
Robin
Phelps
can
be
reuched
at
in the scheme. He
Tanner
really
run
the
thing.
1
just
facilitntc
and
orga·
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
faces up to one year
nize."
in prison and a
Adam Decker, Racer BanJ president and
$250,000 fine. His sentencing is schedsenior
from Leitchtield, Ky.. said he loves his job.
uled for Nov. 20.
"We're
very energetic und relate to the audi·
CW network spokesman Paul McGuire
3
Drum Majors
ence," Decker said. "It's fun to be in a group of
said the actor will appear in several new
39
kids that care about the same.• thing."
Trumpets
episodes of the season but it is unclear
As
with
the
majority
of
Racer
Band's
perfor·
what will happen later.
14
Flutes
mances, the beginning starts with ''2001" the
"One Tree Hill," currently in produc·
23
Saxopho~
song from "2001: A Space Odyssey," Decker said.
tion in Wilmington, N.C., returns for its
"It
really
grabs
people's
attention."
Clarinets
Z1
seventh season Sept. 14.
Other songs sure to please this year include
Mellophones
17
music from "Rocky," the song "Jai Ho!" from
Oscar-winning
film
Slumdog
Millionaire
and
a
10
Trombones
Fall Out Boy singer arrested In LA
tribute to Michael Jackson with "Thriller.''
Singer. Patrick Stump of Fall Out Boy
Sousaphones
9
With so many songs to learn and memorize,
was arrested late Tuesday in Los Angeles.
some may find this exhausting.
22
Baritones
Calif., on a two-year-old warrant for dri"Running
over
the
same
part
can
be
stressful.
ving without a valid license.
23
Battery Percussion
but it's worth it," Tiffany Lozada, percussionist
Sherifrs spokesman Steve Whitmore
Courtney Craln/Tht> News
Color Guard
10
and freshman from Clarksville, Tenn.. said.
said Stump, 25, was booked on an outThe brass section rehearses at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"Even through all of the hard stuff. it just sounds
standing warrant for driving without a
license and released curly Wednesday
after posting a $15,000 bail.
Court records show Stump failed to
appear for a misdemeanor driving without a valid driver's license case in Beverly Hills in June 2007. A judge issued a
looks to Murray Stat<.• and tht' city
warrant for his arrest at the time.
Bee Feldhaus
Staff Writer
of Murray to provide morl' support
A phone message left for Stump's
by offering locations where the
music publicist wasn't immediately
drum circle can meet.
returned Wednesday.
With new freshmen roaming
around the city of Murray, organi"The more support I have from
the community, the better it's guing
zations arc advertising everywhcn.•.
Biel named •most dangerous• on Web
Options seem endless ut acti,•ity
to be," Key snid.
fairs with promises of free food and
Key :is an active musician who
Jessica Bicl is the
has performed with over 75 bands
friends to last a lifetime.
most
dangerous
celebrity on the
from around the country. He said
Jayson Key docs not make those
he n.- cently returned from a weekpromises. What he does promise is
Web according to a
study by security
end performance with a New Jersey
a good time.
Key, a local musician, is the
group.
technology company McAfee Inc.
leader of a monthly drum circle
Drumming was a natural tit for
Key. who grew up catching on easiMcAffee report·
that takes place on the last Thursday of the month from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
ly to rhythms and following along
cd Tuesday that
to beats on the radio. He said he
searches for the
at Terrapin Station.
began drumming when he was 12
Key said he has been leading the
actress are more
circle off-and-on for many years.
likely to lead to
and received his first hand drum
Jessica
when he was 15.
Key said he started with friends in
online threats such
Biel
Though the drums are one of his
the park, but then took :1 break
as spywarc and
passions, he said he also plays
because of the demands of his busy
viruses than any
N.llt! Brel~fnrdlT ht• News
acoustic guitar, bass and keyboard.
performance schedule.
other celebrity.
Jayson Key holds his drums outside of Terrapin Station wheredrumcircles are held.
Key said he enjoys drumming
McAfee said fans searching for the
"It's great and l love it and it's a
said. He estimated 70 percent of the
it seemed like a perfect place to
because of the mental nnd physical
actress have a one-in-five chance of end- part of my life. but sometimes you
participants arc college students
work out.
have to breathe," Key said. "It was
mcet.
ing up at a Web site dcsigned to damage
cutting into my free time. Some of
"We just talked and visited and
with a range of majors. Though he
Ultimately, Key said he hopes to
their computer. This is the third annual
cannot completely d ismantle the
expand the group to meet three
report on the subject from McAfee, which
my friends still meet up, but it fiz.came to the assumption that it
times a month.
stereotypical hippie flavor of the
needed to happen," Key said. "They
last year found that Brad Pitt was the
zled out after time."
were in full support."
For more information call Tergroup. he said everyone is welcome
"most dangerous" celeb online.
Years after the hiatus, Key decidThe group is quite dynamic with
to participate.
rapin Station at 270·753·8926.
Following Bid in the report, in order, ed to start the drum circle up again.
ages spanning from teenagers to
Though the drum circle has had
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at
were Beyoncl~. Jennifer Aniston, Tom
Key said he is close friends with
success in the past, Key said he
retirees in their 50s and 60s, Key
rebecca.feldhaus@murraystate.edu.
the owners of Terrapin Station. so
Brady and jessica Simpson.

Robin Phelps
Staff writer

By the Numbers

Drum circle leader encourJges students to get involved
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Former student screens locally-filmed movie
Cody Arant
Staff writer
When most people think of Murray, movies definitely aren't the
fust thing to come to mind. However, the Curris Center played host
Monday to the premiere of a movie
written by a former Murray State
student, starring a current student
and shot on location around Murray.
"Goodbye Wendell" tells the tale
of two young people mired in rural
southern living and their struggle
to find a way out.
Angie Gregory, former Murray
State student from Benton, Ky ..
said she first put the story to paper
for a creative writing class. She
adapted her story to a screenplay
for another class.
"The screenplay I wrote in Dr.
Lochte's class is not the screenplay
I have now," Gregory said. "There
were things I added in to make the
story more well-rounded and to
expose the characters. I made
things more realistic and solid."
Gregory said the story is based
on her own experiences.
"l feel that when I write, the picture I paint is just a reflection of
reality,n Gregory said. "That's
what l hope I accomplished; to
take what's real, to draw from my
own experiences and to put it in a
film. I grew up in a situation similar to Wendell's where I was completdy sheltered."
Caleb Campbell. senior from
Gideon, Mo., plays the titular character Wendell. Campbell said it
was a challenge to play the quiet
character.
"I'm more of an easy going sort
of person," Campbell said. "It was
really hard to stay in character as
Wendell, who is really a very sheltered, quiet person."
Gregory said Campbell was a
good fit.
"When I saw Caleb Campbell on
the audition tape I just said, 'That's
Wendell. I hope he can act,'" Gregory said. "He had the spirit of
Wendell and he let that come out
of the character."
Still, Campbell said he was nervous at the screening.
Wit was a little bit surreal,"
Campbell said. "I had never seen
myself on a screen that big before.
My family w,as there and it was just

Nearby park
offers laser show
Jess NaU
Staff writer

Misty Hays/Tile Nt•w~

Angle Gregory and the crew of 'Goodbye Wendell' cefebrate the successful screenlno Monday with a cake.
kind of weird. I started seeing it as
the character and started getting
into the story.''
Campbell said he was excited
about people's reactions at the
screening.
"Everyone's reactions were
great," Campbell said. "To see the
film for the first time all edited
together was a great experience."
Gregory said her favorite part
was the end.
"The applause sounded so
booming," Gregory said. "Sometimes people clap out of obligation.
but it didn't feel that way. Their
response was very positive and
very powerful and that made me
feel good. It was very rewarding."
Gregory said she hopes to take
"Goodbye Wendell" to film festivals in the South.
"It's a southern story." Gregory
said. "I think a lot of the references
in the film will be understood better in the South. I've always been
drawn to southern movies, southern fiction, because I relate."
Gregory said she hopes that the
film will b e accepted into and De

Photo lOUrtesy ol goorfhyt•wcnrlell.c·om

Wendell (caleb Campbelf) and Ava Lee <Bryana Splrko) discuss small town life.
well-received in film festivals for
the sake of everyone involved.
"1 just want to get the best exposure that I can for everyone that
worked on tile film," Gregory said.

"Everyone put so much l'ffort into
this. Hopefully they're proud of
the work."

Cody Arant C'an be reached at
C'oay.arant@murraysta <'.eau.

Land Between the Lakes recently introduced a new and .e xciting attraction to its
Golden Pond Planetarium. Never before have
songs from famous hands been presented via
lascr·light show just a few miles from Murray.
The state-of-the-art laser light shows are
featured in music videos, world tours and
other planetariums. The last shows for the
summer will be tonight at 6:45 p.m., 8 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m. featuring the musk of Pink
Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon," Led Zeppelin and U2.
Don Partain. pr~gram manager of Golden
Pond Planetarium, said the laser light show
consists of red and green lights moving in
unison to make images and patterns that span
the 40-foot dome.
"Pink Flo)·d is definitely the most popular,''
Partain said. "The lights and the surround
sound we usc really bring the popular music
of the past to life."
Partain said the show has drawn record
crowds.
"We did this as an experiment to see if we
could do something different and draw people in," Partain said. "There (were) two or
three educational shows but most of them
are just for entertainment like Pink Floyd and
other diJSSics. The closest one you (could
previously) see is in Nashville or St. Louis so
there are (no others) in this local area."
Partain said planetarium employees stayed
late some nights so an extra show could be
presented.
"The Planetarium has a limited number of
scats available so there were a couple of
nights when we sold out of tickets and had to
run another show for people who were waiting to get in," Partain said.
T he laser light shows arc not just for enter·
rainmcnt, Partain said. Educational programs
about the universe. star constellations and
much mon• are shown during the daytime
hours also.
"Watching a laser light show is a sensation
you don't get very often," Partain said. "It
almost makes you feel like you are floating.
You need to see one, it is unbelievable. College students like the musk because we do
play a lot of modern music."
Admission costs $5 ages 13 and up, $2 ages
5 - 12 and children 4 and under are free.
Group discounts are available. For additional
information o r to make reservations. call
270-924-2020.
Jess
Nall
can
be
reached at

jessica.nall@murray.state.eau.

? DID YOU KNOW ?
Murray State students report that the #2 factor that
affects the1r academic performance is the combination of
colds, nu and sore throats.

? DID YOU KNOW ?
The flu v1rus (including "swine" flu) is spread primarily through respiratory
droplets by:
• Coughing
• Sneezing
• Touching respiratory droplets on yourself, another person, or an
object, then touching mucus membranes (e.g., mouth, nose, eyes)
without washing hands

NOW SERVING A WIDE SELECTION OF MICROBREWS.
BIGAPPLFMURRAY.COM

MAKE THE CONNECTION!
YOU CAN PROTECT YOURSELF
• WASH YOUR HANDS- w1th soap and water
and OFTEN!
• Use alcohol based hand sanitizer when
soap and water are not available
• Cover your mouth and nose when
coughing or sneezing
• Keep your hands away from your face
• When flu vaccine becomes available consider getting vaccinated

SXC.HU

Murray State University
SGA Sponsored Campus/Community .

I

Murray State University is Family Student Affairs CARES!
1

· For mort informat·on on influenza, prevention and care measures, contact Health Servkes at 270-809·3809 or
see our wtb site http://campus.murraystate.edu/health/health.htm.

00

September 2nd and 3rd, 2009
10:00 A.M. - 5:00P.M. in the Curris Center Dance Lounge
T-shirts & Refreshments!
DONOR GUIDELINES:

All donors must be at least 17 years old or 16 with parental conset, weigh at least 110
pounds, must check medications with center staff. should have eaten a good meal prior to
donation, and must allow 56 days between donations.

A big THANK YOU to MSU SGA for supporting
the blood community!

A

Studtnt Government Association

Western Kentucky Retlonal Blood Center
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ClwJJaS!
SurfUJg
Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the music reviews.
When Nate Ruess and Sam
Means of The Format announced
the end of their music-making relationship, I thought the world might
end.
An exaggeration, maybe, but It
was a big deal to a lot o( people. For
years I foUowed this band, anticipating eacb release and coveting
every B-side and acoustic version.
They created poetry with pizzazz.
Without The Format, what happiness wu left?
TbanldUJly, vocalist Ruess wu
not done with music yet; be dedded
the music world needed more of
that pep. The music world needed a
band caUed Pun.
Ruess, along with Andrew Dost
(Anathallo) and Jack Antonoff
(Steel Train), just reteased the
debut album "Aim and Ignite." The
album is not The Format, though
stylistically lt follows what the pattern suaests they would have done
next. It is part "Dog Problems," part
b&~bblegum beach party mix tape.
A beautif\d strbl8 arrangement
kicks off the album. quickly luring
the Ustener Into a talse sense of
comfort then puUibg the rug out
from under his or her feet. It bas
dark, deep elements untU It fades to
the softeSt, most heartbreaking of
vocals, thea quickly~ back to a
qufck. fut..paeed ,..,.. It Is u tf
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